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Challenges of DUNE ND extrapolation

Few percent effects matter in the 
DUNE oscillation analysis

DUNE ND will have absurdly high 
rates of interactions and backgrounds

Large statistical samples mean 
detector performance at ND are is the 
limiting systematic in the near to far 
extrapolation
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Challenge: PRISM requires motion!

DUNE PRISM: Move detector to off-axis 
positions to overconstrain interaction model
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Physics requirements (motion)

Key points: need <1cm accuracy of: detector components relative to cryostat
(Muon tagger to confirm external position to internal cryostat volume)

Key point: uniform response after motion (sufficient calibration run before and 
after ~every week movement) 4



Challenges of DUNE ND extrapolation

Important features at ND for the detector model relative to FD:

- Smaller drift (50cm) - space charge may be very small
- Lifetime is ~3% effect 
- Segmented detector (35 volumes) - track matching, timing within a module and 

between modules, cross calibration between modules
- Pile up is important
- (+ repeated, ~weekly motion)
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Detector model elements for calibration campaigns

Full detector model contains many elements:

- Physical model (alignments of objects, dead material, fluid flow)
- Electrical systems (E field, electronics response)
- Timing (photon system)
- Physical change to system from motion (repeated vibration), failures of 

components

Focus for the system requirements for this talk is centered on:

- Alignment of detector elements, including cathode, anode planes - non rigid 
structure may move in fluid ~few mm 

- E field response - mechanical changes to system may modify 
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Calibration strategy

Full calibration scheme will include other ‘natural’ sources: 𝜋0s, Ar(39), focus here 
on relationship between muon sources and dedicated system (e.g. PE laser) 

PE laser system will provide valuable measurements which meet the physics 
requirements

a. Displacement map due to E field distortions, or misalignments
2. Muons and the PE system, for example, can be used to resolve ambiguities in 

the detector model 
a. See next slide for one example

3. System can operate without beam (rock muons) and provide multiple 
measurements rapidly (pre and post PRISM motion) for individual detector 
volumes
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Example of resolving ambiguity in detector model
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PE laser system sets t0 from cathode time 
- UV light from laser or LED ejects electrons 

which drift back to anode
- Measurements in adjacent volumes resolve 

cathode tilt

Muon cathode-anode crossers set t0 from anode 
crossing time

- Cathode-anode time (position) is convolved 
with the drift velocity 

- But, E field distortion and misalignments have 
different effects on analysis (e.g. energy, FV)

Full volume calibration will use both 
PE laser and muon tracks



Example from Module 0: displacement map  (M. Mooney) 
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/46503/contributions/215486/attachments/143317/181263/DUNE_CollaborationMeeti
ng_21_05_20.pdf

Using cosmic rays for 
surface detector

Maximum (average) 
transverse displacement 

of 3.5 (2cm)

Known 
issue



Estimate of cosmic ray rate at ND

Detector          Depth           Rate 
MiniBooNE         3m                88 Hz/m2

DUNE ND           60m              1-2 Hz/m2

MINOS 100m  0.7 Hz/m2
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Rough estimate from M. Mooney’s slides -
- ~4mm precision measurement of displacement map every hour post suitable 

selection for a surface detector
- Rate underground implies 2-4 day timescale for comparable measurement



Estimate of rock muons (C. Marshall)

FHC
 0.0m 711150
 4.0m 650216
 8.0m 329472
12.0m 136089
16.0m 76670
20.0m 46823
24.0m 28835
28.0m 18473
30.5m 14301

Caveats: 1) takes the flux and scales the on-axis rate by integrating E^2 * flux for each off-axis position 2) Assumes forward muons, 
off-axis positions muons may be less forward  3) The RHC rock muon rate likely includes a large wrong-sign component from the flux 
tail on-axis. 4) The RHC scaling is based on the right-sign flux only 
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RHC
 0.0m 502700 (~6Hz) 
 4.0m 443044
 8.0m 215157
12.0m 81394
16.0m 42120
20.0m 24720
24.0m 15145
28.0m 9740    (0.1 Hz)
30.5m 7561 

Tagged rock muons per day

At furthest off-axis positions, 
rate less than cosmic rays



● Generate a charge bundle somewhere within a target 
on the cathode (initial momentum < eV)

● For each charge bundle, drift in small steps 
according to the electric field (random walk)

● When the charge has crossed anode, save the final 
position & time 

● Bin the resulting anode positions according to pixel 
pitch

○ Signal is 10,000 ENC / pulse; include 200 electron mean shot 
(Poisson) noise

○ “Reconstruction” of the drifted target is the weighted average 
(by nhits) of pixel positions

PE laser system simulation results  (D. Douglas)
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PE laser is sensitive to transverse E field distortions

Reconstructed position seems to be very 
linear (at these field magnitudes).

Resolution is 20 - 50 um @ 10,000 PE

[Requirement: ND-CALIB-R1 E field precision 1%]

[Requirement: ND-CALIB-R6  Vertex resolution 0.4cm]

Probe displacement differences at pixel pitch 
size (4mm)

Provides cross calibration across modules
[Requirement: ND-CALIB-R5 Cross Calibration of LAr 
modules 1%] 
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PE laser is sensitive to longitudinal E field distortions

PE system can observe from laser time vs. arrival time: E field distortions OR cathode displacement, tilt 

(Ambiguity between these two is resolved with a second measurement from muons)
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PE laser is sensitive to shift of target position / cathode tilt
Projection of cathode tilt [Requirement: ND-CALIB-R7 cathode tilt of 0.5cm] 

Cathode shifts include a corresponding shift in the longitudinal E field (delta V is consistent between anode 
& cathode) 
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Physics studies for PE laser
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Continue studies to determine:

- Granularity of system (currently 10cm spacing of targets where E field is 
changing most, 20cm elsewhere)

- Diffusion measurement (using strips vs. dot targets)

Secondary goals require characterization of electron yield  

- e.g. lifetime measurement

Full study of how combined muon + PE laser system calibration will work



Another option under consideration: radioactive source 
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System: source would be glued to cathode

- Would provide similar information as PE laser system in terms of x/y position 
information, but would not have drift time information 

- Would be a well characterized spectrum (energy) measurement, but in 
limited locations

- Multiple particle composition options (beta or alphas)

Cost may be prohibitive to put in all volumes, to be determined with discussions 
with companies 

Simple simulation studies to determine: radioactivity level of the source, and type 
of source (beta vs. alpha)



System timeline

Near term:

- Test stands: determine PE yield, feasibility of alternatives (UV LED), target 
(material/mounting)

- Radioactive source feasibility assessment
- SLAC cube run to demonstrate system operation (~Nov 2021)

- Simulation -> Data from SLAC: demonstrate calibration strategy (PE laser 
combined with muon information)

- Downselect to a system design for March 2022
- March 2022: Preparation for PDR review

Long term:

- FSD run April-Oct 2023: Demonstrate system works as designed and meets 
system requirements
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Summary
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The detector performance of ND LAr is critical to the oscillation physics of DUNE

Dedicated systems (e.g. PE laser) provide key measurements to address the 
unique needs of the system (response pre/post motion)

Let’s continue to think carefully about what ND LAr needs to perform optimally - 
ideas welcome, and we will report physics study progress

Prototype systems for PE laser and radioactive sources will be tested in SLAC 
single cube this fall



Backups
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Requirements:
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Label Description Specification Rationale Ref. Req.

ND-CALIB-R1 E field 
measurement 
precision 

1% E field affects, 
energy and 
position 
measurements 

Match 
performance of 
FD TPC

ND-CALIB-R2 E field 
measurement 
coverage 

E field shall be 
calibrated in all 
TPC modules 
drift volumes 
of ND LAr

Spatial uniformity 
and TPC module 
cross-calibration

Match 
performance of 
FD TPC

ND-CALIB-R3 E field granularity 20 x 20 cm2 
PE target 
sampling 
density 

Set by maximal 
expected E field 
distortions

Match 
performance of 
FD TPC
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Label Description Specification Rationale Ref. Req.

ND-CALIB-R4 E field stability 
over time 

Take data 
between beam 
spills

Collecting data 
between beam 
spills will ensure 
constant 
monitoring of the E 
field stability

Match 
performance of 
FD TPC

ND-CALIB-R5 Cross- 
calibration of LAr 
TPC modules 

1% Cross calibrate 
energy and vertex 
resolution between 
all LAr TPC 
modules

Accurately 
extrapolate 
measurements to 
FD

ND-CALIB-R6 Vertex 
reconstruction 
precision

0.4 cm Set by pixel 
distance - 
important for 
particle interaction 
identification and 
association

Match 
performance of 
FD TPC where 
wire pitch is 4.6 
mm

ND-CALIB-R7 Cathode plane 
tilt

0.5 cm Cathode plane tilt 
affects electric field 
spatial uniformity 

Match 
performance of 
FD TPC

Requirements:
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Label Description Specification Rationale Ref. Req.

ND-CALIB-R8 Electron lifetime 1% Verify argon purity 
to ensure less than 
10% ionization 
electron loss to 
maintain energy 
resolution

Match 
performance of 
FD TPC

ND-CALIB-R9 Electron diffusion 0.2 cm Electron diffusion 
leads to vertex 
smearing and 
limits vertex 
resolution

Half of the pixel 
spacing

ND-CALIB-R10 Linearity of 
charge collection 
efficiency

1% Electron diffusion 
and field distortion 
effects may vary 
depending on 
electron cloud 
density

Match FD 
performance

Requirements:



Technical requirements: 
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Label Description Specification Rationale Ref. Req.

ND-CALIB-D1 PE circular target 
size

< 0.6 cm Verification of 
vertex 
reconstruction 
requires 
generation of 
tightly focused 
electron clouds

Match FD 
performance

ND-CALIB-D2 PE strip target 
width

< 0.6 cm Monitor diffusion 
effects on vertex 
reconstruction

Match FD 
performance

ND-CALIB-D3 PE target 
photoelectron 
yield uncertainty

10% Detector response 
linearity calibration 

Energy 
resolution

ND-CALIB-D4 PE target 
photoelectron 
yield uncertainty 
stability

1% Detector response 
linearity calibration 
should not be 
affected by target 
aging

Energy 
resolution



Technical requirements: 
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ND-CALIB-D5 PE target 
positioning

2 mm Absolute mapping 
of the E field 
requires precise 
knowledge of PE 
target locations

Energy and 
vertex resolution

ND-CALIB-D6 Minimum PE 
target yield

TBD Electron cloud 
charge should be 
above triggering 
threshold

Calibration of ND 
LAr TPC 
modules

ND-CALIB-D7 Laser beam 
pulse stability

5% Pulse to pulse 
stability affects 
energy resolution 
calibration



Technical requirements: 
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Label Description Specification Rationale Ref. Req.

ND-CALIB-D8 Laser beam 
injection 
efficiency in the 
fiber

20% Ensure sufficient 
photon flux on PE 
target

ND-CALIB-D9 Stability of the 
calibration 
system during 
detector 
movements

1% Ensure uniform 
cross-calibration 
between LAr TPC 
modules at all 
positions

Extrapolation of 
ND 
measurements to 
FD

ND-CALIB-D10 Radioactive 
source maximum 
activity

1% Not exceed 1% of 
the detector 
triggering rate

ND-CALIB-D11 Radioactive 
source activity 
uncertainty

10% Energy and vertex 
resolution require 
knowledge of 
electron yield from 
target



Technical requirements: 
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Label Description Specification Rationale Ref. Req.

ND-CALIB-D12 Target 
redundancy

30% Additional 
granularity ensures 
refined 
characterization of 
detector 
performance

ND-CALIB-D13 Laser frequency 10 Hz Ensures stable 
laser operation

ND-CALIB-D14 Laser flash lamp 
longevity

> 100,000,000 Guaranteed 
number of flashes 
from laser



Challenges of DUNE ND extrapolation

Few percent effects matter in the DUNE 
oscillation analysis

DUNE ND will have absurdly high rates of 
interactions and backgrounds

Large statistical samples mean detector 
performance is the limiting systematic in the 
near to far extrapolation
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Physics requirements (stationary)

DUNE ND CDR: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.13910.pdf

Key point: As good or better as far detector performance 

Few percent or better at ND for energy estimation, fiducial volume
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.13910.pdf


Calibration strategy

- Physics requirements
- Natural sources and dedicated systems:

- Cosmic and rock muon rates
- PE laser system
- Muon tagger  
- Radioactive source
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Scope of ND calibration

Design and delivery of the PE laser system

Investigation of any other necessary calibration options *internal* to the TPC: 
radioactive sources

--- People we are happy to work with below this line ---

Calibration sources for light readout system - not currently in our budget, but 
options now with design

Muon tagger - not in our scope, included in TMS -> See later talk for description

Positioning, monitoring of PRISM system - not in our scope, included in PRISM 
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